The Chosen

Welcome to getting deeper with The Chosen
The Chosen Season #1 Episode #5 “The Wedding Gift”
Read prior to watching the movie:
Proverbs 30:1-6
Isaiah 40:1-5
I Kings 19:19-21
Luke 2:41-52
Watch the episode
Discussion and Learning:
1. Read John 2:1-12
a. What did you notice about Thomas’ personality which might have been the
writer’s attempt at giving hints of who he was to become in the Gospels?
2. At one point Simon says, “Master, I was thinking …” and proceeds to give Jesus advice.
From what you know of him in Scripture, can you picture Simon doing that in real life?
a. When have you done that in your life?
b. What can you learn for yourself here – how can you grow?
3. What did you like about the backstories presented here?
a. Is there anything you’d change, given what you’ve seen so far?
4. How did Jesus appear to you? Like you thought? Different?
5. What have you taken away from this episode and will ponder further?
NOTE: It’s important to remember that “The Chosen” is a movie adaptation of the Gospels. It is
not meant to replace the reading of God’s Word, and there are many inconsistencies (most of
them minor) with how it presents the biblical stories. The point of watching is not to learn what
“actually happened”. The point of watching is to enjoy, to make the stories come alive, and to
spark in your heart a desire to dig into the Scriptures. But of course, the Bible is always our final
authority about what really happened!
For further discussion about the Scriptures and customs of the times seen in each episode,
go to the Deep Dive Section on The Chosen app. The director, Dallas Jenkins hosts a round table
discussion with Father David Guffey, Rabbi Jason Sobel and Dr. Doug Huffman.

*We are using media with permission of The Chosen. To find more info about The Chosen, go
to: https://watch.angelstudios.com/thechosen
*This study guide is inspired by and used with permission from Pastor Jeff Scheich of Christ
Lincoln Church in Lincoln Nebraska. For the full group study guide click here.

